IT Cloud & Technology Enablement
Cloud Optimization Subscription
Whether you are in the Public Cloud or considering it, you understand cloud spend is rising as organizations adopt
multi-cloud strategies and put more workloads/data in the cloud. As your organization scales in the cloud, a new set of
stakeholders and concerns are surfacing, and managing the cloud can be daunting. Often, cloud teams do not
proactively seek out a solution until problems arise. Typically, only after cloud budgets are exceeded or security
incidents occur, is the realization that help and guidance is required.
Our Focus
Cloud Cost Monitoring and Optimization -- compared to on-premise
infrastructure, which is financed by fixed upfront investments, cloud value
is exchanged based on everyday consumption. This requires a huge shift
in your approach to operational management, where optimizing cost
becomes just as important to ROI as optimizing performance.
Cloud Security and Compliance -- organizations struggle to keep up with
security as cloud growth increases. Security breaches can become
extremely costly and completely negate your cost-saving efforts.
Continuous cloud monitoring and proper configuration of permissions can
help enforce policies and monitor changes across your environment that
may discreetly become cost catalysts. A similar concern can be said of
compliance, everything from configuration misalignment to policy
infractions can pose threats to growth.
Automation -- the public cloud is dynamic, therefore the actionable strategies need to be repeated continuously.
To achieve greater ROI and opportunity, you can lean on automation. When you automate critical tasks across
your cloud environment, like reporting and alerts, it becomes easier to maintain agility and innovation at scale.
Our Approach
Our Cloud Optimization Service starts with total visibility through the use of CloudCheckr’s cloud management
platform. It is a detailed capture of your cloud assets, designed to pinpoint optimization opportunities, security
vulnerabilities and document shared objectives. Having a total understanding of your cloud operational environment,
security, compliance, and which teams are using more/less, is only the first step. In order to correctly forecast and
budget future cloud spend, we help organizations with a window into your commitment to the cloud and identify what is
broken, including waste, policy infractions, security lapses and chargeback/showback.
.
What You Can Expect
Start Fast…See Immediate Results…Stay Optimized. Our comprehensive cloud management platform and handson onboarding experience makes optimization easy -- with measurable results in days. Service deliverables include:
Powered by CloudCheckr – powerful multi-cloud management platform used by thousands of
organizations to turn complexity into simplicity (Total Visibility Cloud Management Platform | CloudCheckr)
Cost Optimization and Proactive Management - pinpoint wasted resources and highlight re-sizing
recommendations to ensure that every dollar spent is optimized across your cloud infrastructure.
Security and Compliance - perform a gap analysis with more than 600 Best Practice Checks to reduce
risk, identify security vulnerabilities, and remediate compliance breaks.
Actionable Insights for Recommended Improvements - analyze historical usage that generate reports
and a scorecard to better plan for cloud infrastructure needs, enabling you to continuously optimize and
secure your environment well into the future.
About Paragon Solutions Group www.paragonsginc.com
Paragon Solutions Group helps IT teams more effectively interact with the rest of the business to enable growth and
agility. Our progressive approach to IT maturity and our focus on measurable outcomes provides IT organizations with
the perspective, methodology, and tools to build a strong foundation that serves and is valued by all of IT’s stakeholders.

